We extend the characterization of virtual permutation endomorphisms in the case where IIi(Ai) = Zn. We show that for endomorphisms of Z[Zn] complexes the appropriate eigenvalue condition is that all eigenvalues be roots of units of the group ring Z[Zn\. Among these endomorphisms the virtual permutations are detected by Kq. The main application is in identifying Morse-Smale isotopy classes on these manifolds.
Introduction and definitions. Definition.
A square integral matrix is called a virtual permutation if it has the form ÍPi * \
V2
V 0 pj where the p, are signed permutation matrices or zero. Let R be a ring and E : C* -► C* an endomorphism of a free 73? complex. Two endomorphisms E: C» -► G, and F: Dt -► Dt are said to be chain homotopy equivalent if there exists a chain homotopy equivalence h: C* -r D" such that F h ~ hE. Shub and Sullivan [12] proved that provided dim M > 6 and Ylx(M) = 0, a diffeomorphism /: M -► M is isotopic to a Morse-Smale diffeomorphism if and only if the endomorphism induced by / on the Z-chain complex of a handle decomposition of M is chain homotopy equivalent to a virtual permutation of a free Z-complex.
Franks and Shub [5] introduced an invariant in algebraic fc-theory which detects when this chain condition is satisfied. A linear map is called quasi-unipotent if all its eigenvalues are roots of unity, and quasi-idempotent if the zero eigenvalue is also allowed. Let QI be the category whose objects are pairs (M, e) where M is a finitely generated Z-module and e: M -► M is quasi-unipotent on M/Torsion(M).
The obstruction group, called SSF by Bass [1] is the torsion subgroup of iv~o(QI)-Given a quasi-idempotent chain map E: C" -► G", let x(E) = ^¿i™ *(-l)'^»] where [Ei] is the class in SSF. Shub and Franks prove that an endomorphism E is chain homotopy equivalent to a virtual permutation of a free Z-complex if and only if U*: H^C*)*^) is quasi-idempotent and x(E) = 0 [5, Theorem 3.3] .
When the manifold is not simply connected one must use the chain complex in the universal cover C»(M) over the group ring ZG, G = IIi(M).
A virtual permutation over ZG has the same block form but the blocks p¿ can have nonzero entries Ag, g G G. If / is isotopic to a Morse-Smale diffeomorphism the chain map /* : C*(M)*2> is chain homotopy equivalent to a virtual permutation of a free ZG-complex; however the converse requires additional algebraic conditions to allow cancelling in the 1-and 2-handles [8] .
A generalization of the theory of Franks and Shub for endomorphisms of ZGcomplexes was introduced in [9] . Let Mod be the category whose objects are pairs (M,e) where M is a finitely generated ZG-module and e: M -► M is an operator homomorphism associated with an automorphism of G. such that all squares commute. Let P c Mod be the subcategory of objects which have finite free resolutions such that all the endomorphisms f% are represented by virtual permutations. Let Q C Mod be the subcategory of objects which are direct summands of objects of P, i.e. where there exist (M',e') G Mod such that (M © M', e 0 e') £ P. Let SSF(G) = K0(Q.)/K0(P). If C. is a free ZG-complex and each (d,Ei) G Q, the Euler characteristic x(E) £ SSF(G) is defined analogously. If in fact each (G,,£3¿) has a free inverse (C'%,E'/)mod P, then it is not hard to show that (C*,E) is chain homotopy equivalent to a virtual permutation of a free ZG-complex if and only if x{E) = 0 [9]-However, in [9] we were unable to directly identify the objects of Q.
It follows from a key lemma of Franks and Shub [5, Proposition 2.7 ] that when G = 0 the quasi-idempotent endomorphisms are precisely the objects of Q. If 9 is a nonzero root of the characteristic polynomial of e : M -> M, i.e. a primitive zcth root of unity, then Z[$] is a Dedekind domain, so its ideal classes form a group. If e is irreducible and (M',e) is chosen to represent the inverse ideal class of (M,e), it follows that (M © M', e © e') has a finite v.p. resolution.
When G # 0, ZG is not a Dedekind domain. However when G = Zn, ZG is Noetherian and integrally closed. In this note we exploit these properties to identify the objects of Q in a special case. We thank Michael Shub and John Franks for helpful conversations. Special thanks also to Ken Kramer for an improvement in the proof of Lemma 2.
Theorem.
Suppose G = Zn, M is a free ZG-module and e: M -* M is ZGlinear. Then (M, e) G Q if and only if all eigenvalues of e are either zero or roots of elements Ag, g EG, i.e. roots of units of ZG. We consider first the case where f(T) is irreducible. We need the following fact: If A c B are Noetherian, integrally closed domains such that B is a finitely generated A-module, then a finitely generated 73-module is reflexive as a B-module if and only if it is reflexive as an A-module [3, Proposition 19, p. 537]. Lemma 2. Let N be a reflexive Z G-lattice of the K-vector space V and e: N -► TV. Suppose e has characteristic polynomial f(T), an irreducible factor ofTm -g, g G G, and let 9 be a root of f(T). Then ZG [9] is Noetherian and integrally closed and N is a projective ZG [9] -module.
Proof.
Regard N as a ZG[T]-module for indeterminate T with multiplication by T given by e: N -► N. Since ZG is a U.F.D., using Gauss' lemma it follows that
{g(T) G ZG[T] | for some n G N, g(T)n = 0} = (f(T)), the ideal of ZG[T] generated by f(T). Therefore AT is a torsion free module over the ring ZG[T]/(f(T)) = ZG[9\.
Consider the K [9] vector space W = TV ®zg [6] where a G K and p | m; or (iii) g = -4a4 and 4 | m. Case (iii) cannot occur since ZG = Z[Zn] does not contain a 4th root of (-4). We consider the other cases separately.
Case (i) f(T) = Tm -g. Writing G = Zn multiplicatively, let G be the free abelian group generated by r¿, 1 < i < n, and let g = Y\rki. Since Tm -g is irreducible we may as well assume 9 = Y[ r *'m in Qn D Zn. If (G, 9) is the subgroup of Qn generated by G and 9, then (G,9) s G. Therefore ZG [9] = Z((G,9)) = ZG.
Since TV is reflexive as a ZG-module it is reflexive as a ZG\9]-modu\e, therefore / is a divisorial fractional ideal [3, p. 519, Ex. 2]. However ZG [9] is also a unique factorization domain, in which case all divisorial fractional ideals are principal [3, p. 502] and therefore free modules. Case (ii) g = aP. Since ZG is integrally closed a G ZG; since ZG has only trivial units, and a root of a unit is a unit, g is a pth power in G. Suppose that g = hs where h G G, s | m and s is maximal; let m = sd. Writing h = \\re/, the et are relatively prime. Since 9 is a root of /(T) we have 9sd = g = hs. Thus (9d/h)s = 1 and p = (9d/h) G ZG [9] is an s-root of unity.
We now introduce a change of variable. Choose X¿, 1 < i < n, so that ^"=1 X¿e¿ = 1 and define R, = (px«rt) 6 ZG[0]. Therefore c9d=p/^=p(^(p-x•H^)e*)=^1"Ex,e,^fí^e*=ñÄ^,• Let H = (IliU-R?) e ^G[0]-Let G C_ZG [9] be the free abelian group generated by the Rit \<i<n.
Then ZG [9] = ZG\9,p] and 9 is a root of (Tm-H)G ZG\T\.
However H is not a power in G since the e% are relatively prime, and H = -4a:4 with a £ K(ZG) would again imply the existence of a 4th root of (-4) in ZG.
Therefore Tm -H is irreducible in K(ZG)[T\. We now follow Case (i). Let 9 = l\B%'d. Then is represented by a companion-like matrix. TV need not be free but since M and M © TV are free ZG-modules, TV is stably free. Adding if necessary a free ZG-summand with the identity endomorphism we obtain the required (M',e) with M' free such that (M®M',e®e') is companion-like. This completes the proof. D
